[Appearance of skin and nail toxicity in patients with breast cancer who underwent trastuzumab-containing chemotherapy].
Trastuzumab is used for patients with metastatic breast cancer of HER2 over expression and adjuvant chemotherapy. Trastuzumab is recognized as a medicine with few adverse effects, although infusion reaction at its first dosage appears in high frequency as a main adverse effect. However, because we realized that there were many patients who appeared to have skin toxicity or nail toxicity, the adverse effects of trastuzumab were investigated retrospectively. Of 51 cases who underwent trastuzumab-containing chemotherapy, 25 cases(49. 0%)had skin toxicity, 14 cases(27. 5%) had nail toxicity, and 12 cases(23. 5%)had both toxicities. Skin toxicity and nail toxicity appeared in 14 of 25 cases(56. 0%) and 6 of 14 cases(42. 9%)respectively, within 6 months after the first medication dosage. Symptoms of skin toxicity were eruptions on the face and body(14 cases; 27. 5%), skin detachment or thinning on hands and feet(9 cases; 17. 6%), itching (8 cases; 15. 7%), skin drying(7 cases; 13. 7%)and so on. On the other hand, symptoms of nail toxicity were softening, thinning, or loss(13 cases; 25. 5%), paronychia(4 cases; 7. 8%), and discoloration(2 cases; 3. 9%). Our present findings suggest that skin toxicity and nail toxicity are highly frequent adverse events for those taking trastuzumab, although the drug is considered to be a molecular target drug with few adverse effects.